
         RFP#: OPM-BUD-20180717 

Feasibility Study – Use of Captive Insurance or Alternate Model(s) to Provide Fiscal Stability 
to Towns and School Districts Related to Unpredictable Special Education Costs 

RFP QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

 Q: On page 8, under "Contractor Qualifications," it states that "applicants must be approved 
by the Captive Insurance Division of the Connecticut Insurance Department." What qualifies 
as an approval and do applicants need to be approved at the time of proposal submission? 

 A: The RFP includes consideration and analysis of a fairly lengthy list of factors as defined in 
the enabling legislation (Public Act 17-2 Sec. 70 June Special Session). Beginning about mid 
page on the second page of the RFP (page #1), you will find a listing of features the RFP wishes 
for the study to address as defined in the Act. While a response to the RFP certainly requires 
knowledge and expertise in a variety of areas (law, actuarial captive insurance, risk 
management, general management, etc.), the Insurance Department’s authority is limited to 
oversight of the licensing of any future captive insurer that might arise as a result of this 
study.  As such, only the actuarial work (“analysis of such special education predictable cost 
cooperative model and any alternative models that the consultant may recommend”) would 
need be done by a firm appearing on the Captive Division list of recognized service providers 
(actuaries). The remainder of the work could be done by any person(s) deemed qualified by 
the selection committee.  The Insurance Department Captive Division doesn’t keep any listing 
of “qualified consultants, companies, and institutions that have a demonstrated track record 
in analysis related to general management consulting, captive insurance management, risk 
mitigation for government entities”. 

 Q: If we choose to partner with a law firm, will we need to provide their qualifications at the 
time of proposal submission? 

 A: Yes, all relevant and applicable qualifications for any partner need to be included with the 
bid submission. 

 

 Q: Regarding the subject RFP, we notice that there is a provision to adhere to the State of CT’s 
Standard Contract Language.  This contract language does not include a limit of liability 
(“LOL”) provision, which is one of my organization’s contractual requirements. Would it be 
permissible to enter into a contract including an LOL provision, with the understanding that 
the terms of such would be discussed with the State?  

 A: Section O of the RFP states that the proposer accepts that state’s standard contract 
language.  The State will not commit it will entertain or accept any limitation of liability 
provision in a resulting contract.  Any bidder that will insist on such contract language in a 
resulting contract must state this requirement will be sought in a resulting contract in its bid 
submission. 

 

 
 


